July 18, 2018
SLAMA JAMA HAVE FUN WITH AND 1 WITH HUGE VICTORY
Head coach Jake Lemke and SLAMA JAMA continued their winning streak Wednesday night in
the first game of their doubleheader in a 51-25 victory over head coach Eli Williams and AND 1. In a
game that was tied at 8 apiece at the end of the first quarter, the floodgates were opened thanks to bigtime performances from Luke Granto (23 points, 7 rebounds) and Dylan Franusiak (14 points, 14
rebounds).
In that opening frame, Griffin Mahoney scored all of his 6 points for AND 1 while teammate Evan
Johnson added his lone basket. For SLAMA JAMA, Granto countered with 6 points while Franusiak added
a put-back lay-up.
In the second quarter, SLAMA JAMA outscored their opponent, 16-6, with the duo of Granto and
Franusiak doing the damage once again. Granto scored 12 points while Franusiak scored inside the paint
twice. For AND 1, Chris Desiderio scored his first basket of the season while Zach Ford and “man off the
street” Jake Kish (8 points, 4 rebounds, 3 steals) scored a basket apiece as well. At the end of the first
half, SLAMA JAMA had a 24-14 lead.
In the third quarter, SLAMA JAMA held AND 1 to just five points while extending their lead to
38-19. While Granto scored his final 5 points on the night, his teammates got in the action as well.
Dominic Paglino scored a free-throw and a basket while Madelyne Ringler scored her first of two baskets
on the night (also had 8 total rebounds). Franusiak and Zey’Vion Moore also added baskets. Ford scored
another basket while Kish converted from beyond the arc for AND 1.
In the fourth quarter, Franusiak scored 6 points and recorded a game-high 7 rebounds for
SLAMA JAMA while Moore scored his second basket of the game and Josh Tiedeman scored all of his 3
points. For AND 1, Kish converted a three-point play while Ford recorded a basket and a free-throw.
In the loss, Ford finished with 7 points and 3 rebounds while Desiderio added 3 rebounds, 3
steals and an assist to go along with his basket. In the victory, Nicholas Woods added 2 rebounds.

